
Rolling Utility Cart



Thank you for buying our products. Please read this instruction carefully before use and keep it properly for 
future reference. 

Instruction before installation:
1.Make sure you get all the accessories before installation
2.Strictly follow this instruction to ensure correct and safe 
installation
3.Make sure all screws and other small accessories are kept 
away from children during installation

Precautions for use:
1.Do not leave this product in a damp place or outdoors to 
avoid corrosion.
2.Do not sit on it or jump on it. Do not use the product as a 
platform to grab something else, especially pay attention to 
children and notice them about it.
3.To avoid turnover, distortion and damage, please place it on 
a flat ground.
4.Please do not put all the articles in one layer, put the heavy 
articles in the bottom layer.
5.After installing the wheels of the product, it can be moved 
when opening the brakes and fixed when closing the brakes.
6.It serves no other purpose.

Maintenance instructions:
1.Stop using if it has breakage or deformation.
2.Please check assembly parts every 3 months carefully, and 
stop using if there is a potential safety hazard.
3.Use a clean cloth to wipe when it is dirty, and use detergent 
or furniture cleaning agent in the market to scrub it when it 
gets seriously dirty. 
4.To avoid discoloration or peeling of paint, do not use ethyl 
alcohol, banana oil or other chemical solvents to clean this 
product.
5.Do not repair or modify this product by yourself, so as not to 
affect the service life.

After-sales service:
1.If you have any questions or unclear issues, please contact 
online customer service or our service hotline, we will solve 
the problem in the first time.
2.We are not liable for any consequences or related losses 
caused by natural disasters, improper repairing or 
modification.
3.Please dispose product package material properly.

Remarks:
Uniform load-bearing for this product: within 20kg per layer, 
and 60kg overall.



Install the mesh basket and bottom bend 
pipe first, then insert the upper pipe.

Install the remaining baskets following the steps above

Install the casters with wrench to complete the installation

Installation Process


